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n a reversal of the usual roles of
corporate subservience, this Canadian war industry has subsidiaries
in the US. In terms of military revenues, CAE is Canada’s top war industry. It leads the world in computer
simulation and modelling technologies
used for military flight training.
CAE’s flight simulators are, in effect, the world’s most realistic war
games. Besides training pilots, bombardiers and other crew in warfighting
skills, they also provide “mission rehearsals” to prepare warriors psychologically. By repeatedly simulated attacks, warriors can more easily conduct
real bombing sorties when ordered.
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CAE products are also used to design and evaluate major weapons systems, such as Boeing’s “Ballistic Missile Defence” weapons.
This Montreal-based company
ranked within the world’s top-100 war
industries every year between 2000 and
2009. (Only one other Canadian firm,
DY4 Systems, ever even made it on to
this list.) With military revenues reaching US$851 million in 2010, CAE now
holds 72nd place, down from its highest position ever, 61st place, in 2001.
CAE contracts with the US government totalled US$571 million between 2000 and 2009. Of these, 99.9%
were military related.
CAE has a global network of 24
aviation training centers which use

more than 115 fullflight simulators. It
trains 50,000+
crew members annually, including
pilots, weapons
specialists and
technicians. CAE
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